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her researchers statedbelonged to theGoldenDawn society---
organization that had claimed infamous black magician Aleister

Crowley as a member. Both the Golden Dawn and Crowley would later

become relevant in the investigation.

huetenJh Centay,
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In fact, on the night of Auqust 1, only hours after "Tommy 2."

appeared in the newspaper, Zaino had a close brush with death.

he closed up his auto body shop, Zaino was shot at by three men who

drove past the front of the huilding in a car he couldn't identify.

Zaino was promptly placed undr volice protection and housed in a

motel across the Verrazass NAEONS Bridge in Staten Island.

although he was now under an official umbrella, the protection wouldn't

last indefinitely.
potential target once more.

As

And

After a few weeks he'd be on his own again, a
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In late 1988, a friend of Carr's, who was himself a former member of

the Yonkers cult, would cCAe: ioward and state that Carr had been

involved in devil worship as far back as the early 1960s, when he

was in high school.

this period and remained a participant until 1972.

Would correborate

The ex-menber h joined the group during

His statement

the message Berkowitz left in his apartment, when
iv rtehathe d the cult hadbeenoperating "for quitesometime."
The former member, who is now in a religious order in the midwest,

that meetings were held at several locations in Untermyer Park;
that acts of ritualistic rape occurred during some of them; and that

a leader of the group introduced him to drugs and later forced him and

others into male prostitution in New York City.

In 1972, the ex-member said, he escaped and subsequently joined

the religious order he gegeny serves.how

pictures of cadavers" while in high school.

Carr told him the, group had

youngsters from a nearby home for troubled youths.

authorities had assumed the missing teens were merely runaways.

He said that Carr "possessed-

He also revealed that

e abducted and murdered

Carr said that

An investigation of the forner member's allegations

in late 1988.

yo kers
bega

X
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L Larry Milenko would be heard from again. In late 1987, police

Interestingly,would raid his home and arrest him on drug charges.

this North Dakota woodsman would then retain the services of a high-

priced Miami law firm t resent him in the case.

noting that the arresting officers in North Dakota observed that
Milenko possessed a collection of occult books, as well as hoods

and capes, according to Minot Det. Mike Knoop.

It is also worth
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NoNewd
Even more curious, Proces* itwier Robert DeGrimston himself was

residing in a privatr ir* i estchester--a scant fewmiles from
UntermyerPark---in t:e ay andmid-l970s.
were simply too numerou: t.o ho written off.

in the right places at tae ight times.

The "coincidences"

Too many people were
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The unsolved S&M murder of shipping magnate Edgar "Paul"
Luckenback will also be described---a killing that was directly
linked into this "scene." Also tied in is the ritual murder of
Sheldon "Shelly" Blum, the owner of a disco populated by
individuals who play heavy parts in this story---including the
pimp namedDeuce who frequented cult meetings at Untermyer Park
and also by another maie wn: inveral years later was actually
present at two Son of SAm cri ve scenes.

In addition, this chapter will outline the disappearances
and alleged murders of three young boys from an upper East Side
apartment occupied by a proninent pedophile.
of just how tight this circle was, this pedophile was a frequent
bed partner of The Poet.

For an illustration

As for the child murders in the pedophile's apartment,
detectives believe that three "well-respected" males used the
apartment and committed these crimes in a sex ritual that went
out of control. One of the alleged killers was a Park Avenue
heart surgeon---another an oil executive involved in OPEC, and
the third was a stringer for a certain U.S. intelligence agency.
In fact, this agency squashed search warrants and subpeonas in
the case on the grounds of " national security."

Police interactions with RoyCohn regarding this case will
Cohn told cops: "My job is to clean thingsalso be discussed.

up, and I'm cleaning up after this one."
said the other boys were buried in the woods surrounding a
Connecticut farn.
forner estate of ex-bootlegger and Schenley liquor baron Louie
Rosensteil. The youth's description of the property perfectly
matched that of Cohn's farm---a fact the police didnt discover
until years later, long after the property had been sold and
turned into a condo complex.

A youth who escaped

Roy Cohn owned just such a farm, which was the

David Berkowitz also attended at least one large sex party
at Cohn's house, in the company of several members of the Sam
cult.
Berkowitz saw first-hand some of those whom his cult leaders and
Process were involved with on levels far above his. He has named
names.

It was here, and at other parties like this one, that

The participation of a handful of named organized crine
members in this overall environment will also be documented.
These people, who controlled a number of sex and gay bar
businesses in Manhattan and distributed child porn, later assumed
peripheral roles in the Son of Sam case. Specifically, one Sos

shoot ing was done as a "favor" to these interests.

Members of the Sam cult associated with a few of these 0c
affiliates on the bar and club circuits. (one of these 0c players

was gunned down on a Manhattan street just five days after NY
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MayorBeame held a press conference to announce the birth of the
so-called "44-Caliber Killer, " aka Son of Sam, and the formation
of a task force to investigate the 44 shootings.)

After outlining these background facts, which will be
enhanced by details about some of this era's relevant pedophiles
(wealthy individuals ho interacted with Process and the emerging
"Son of Sam" cult in child sex operations), the chapter will
close with a set-up for a significant event which occurred in
mid-1975. It was then that David Berkowitz was first exposed to,
and subsequentl y joined, the Son of Sam cult.



CHAPTER SEVEN

THE NEW RECRUIT

This chapter will focus on the circumstances which resulted
in David Berkowitz joining the Son of Sam group, which was
already aligned with Process by the time he was recruited.
Berkowitz's move to an apartment on Barnes Ave. in the Pelham Bay
section of the Bronx--as well as his somewhat traumatic
discovery of, and "reunion" with his birth mother---were major
factors in his deteriorat ion.

Finding his real. ie ied to the knowledge that he was
Na sactually illegitinate.

a half-sister while givira bin away. (Many years later, the
author would be meeting with Berkowitz just as he received word
that his mother had died. )
apartnent was also very significant. It was there--at a coven
party the SoS group was holding in the building---that by chance
he first met keymembers of the cult.

learned that his mother had kept

Berkowitz's move to the Barnes Ave.

The chapter will then flash back briefly to Berkowitz 's
Berkowitz will tell much of his own story here,origins.

covering his birth and adoption, his childhood, his school years
and his enlistment in the arny. He will explain his loneliness
upon returning home from the army, and how that loneliness made
hin vulnerable that 1975 night on Barnes Ave. in the Bronx.

Berkowitz will detail how that first encounter led to his
regular association with cult members, including Michael Carr.
He will describe his susceptibility, and how at first he viewed
his budding friendships with these people as an innocent, though
exciting way to meet some new and "unusual" girls.
describe the early cult meetings---screening sessions actually---
which were held in a few wooded areas of the Bronx---including
Van Cortlandt Park, at the very same spot where teacher Karen

He wil1

Wahlstrom was killed 10 years before.

Berkowitz will speak of his "graduation" from these sessions
to the next level of involvenent, at which point he was taken to
Unternyer Park in Yonkers one night and formally initiated into
the "najor league" group of insiders. He will, in his own words,
recite the "prayer" he spoke at this induction ceremony.

Berkowitz, supported by the author's narration, will
describe sone of the cult members---what they were like and what
they did by day, etc. Por example, a pair of sisters, both cross-
eyed and both hookers, were frequent attendees---as were a young
man who'd been arrested for child molestation, and another young
nale who worked in the Yonkers Post office. Of interest, this
nan would later be turned in as a Son of Sam suspect by his
torner girlfriend's father. It was an accurate suspicion.
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The attendance of Process members at the Sos groups rituals
will be described: and "The Painter" wil1 be re-introduced here.
The Painter first appeared in Chapter One, and he wil1 re-surface
here to provide more details about his unknowing, first-hand
flirtation with Process and the Sam cult.

The Painter is a star witness, a non-conspirator whose June,
1976 portraits are vital and conclusive evidence from Untermyer
which includes: "Ken" fron the Process (now positively identified
and today a technical magazine editor in a mid-Atlantic state);
the old man whose wake was described in Chapter One.
was the top leader of the šon oi Sam cult and a real estate
professional who acquired prapErties for New York State and was
politically connected in Westchester County.
sketched "Maria, " who alwuy% acconpanied "Ken from the Process"
to Untermyer.
Berkowitz's arrest. The case remains unsolved.

This man

The Painter also
Maria was nurdered in Westchester two nonths after

The Painter also drew "Pete," who has been positively
identified and was later a convicted killer. Pete conspired with
the sister of yet another cult member to murder the sister's
forner boyfriend---and carried out the plan.
prison.

Both went to

Finally, The Painter provided the names of three other
cult memberswho also have been positively identified. These
three individuals lived in the northeast Bronx and were
acquainted with Donna Lauria---who would be the first Son of Sam
víctim. (Donna wasn't a random victim, as the police clained).

Berkowitz will also list some of the crimes the cult
committed during his early days with the group:
sacrifice, drug dealing, and the transport of illegal weapons.
The cult's child sex activities will also be highlighted---and
Berkowitz's corroborated statement that the Process was pimping
kids to wealthy clients will be explained.

arsons, animal

The fact that sone sos cult members were also comnitting
rapes duríng this time period will be discussed---as will the
group's rituals at Untermyerwhich were trequently highlighted by
sex with children between the ages of 12 and l4.

These kids were often brought to the park by the pimp named
Deuce--who,, along with a few fellow pimps, is a major figure inthis story.
politician Howard Samuels and other political and entertainent
figures, were well-known by Process and members of the sam cult.
(They were a source of young children, especially boys.)

These pimps, who interacted with Roy cohn,

one of America's wealthiest fanilies.
pimped by Deuce later died of drug overdOses. They have been

Deuce was the main procurer of young boys tor a member of
At least two young boys



CHAPTERS TWENTY-FOUR AND TWENTY-FIVE

INVESTIGATION: 1997

This chapter, and also the following chapter, will cover in
detail the official 1996 and 1997 investigations of Process and
the Sam cult: past and present.

Included will be corfirnatory law enforcement interviews of
the pimp named Deuce,
told, in great detail, of the involvement of wealthy New Yorkers
in child porn and murder-mand confirmed again his 1971 statement
to anNYPD detective that kids were being killed in Untermyer
Park long before the Son of Bam case began.

who in Decenber of 1996 and January of 1997

Deuce, a fascinating character in and of himself, is now in
his late '60s. But in his heyday, as noted earlier, he was the
"keeper" and procurer of young boys for a member of one of
America's wealthiest families. He was also a friend of actress
Elizabeth Taylor, boxing championEmile Griffith, actress Leslie
Uggams , and singer Marvin Gaye, among others.

Police have confirmed that Deuce was involved with Marvin
Gaye during the time Gaye thought (as did Emile Griffith) that he
could function as a high-class provider of beautiful women to the
celebrity set. In fact, police themselves had told Marvin:
"You're either a singer or a pimp, and if you're a pimp we're
going to arrest you, "
individuals (whom she didn't know were actually pimps) were

Deuce also told Leslie Uggams that certain
plucking girls from the chorus line of a hit Broadway show she
starred in.

As for Elizabeth Taylor, Deuce became friendly with her
through his association with HowardSamuels driver---the sane
man who procured young boys for Samuels.
Liz Taylor. Deuce actually spent time at Norman Rockwell's summer
home, which Liz once rented from the famous artist.
"rescued" one of Taylor's kids from the influence of Samuels'
driver, who had taken him to the locked oTB offices for sex.

Samuels was a friend of

He also

To trick Deuce into talking in late Decenber , 1996,
arrangements were made to bring to New York the same, now retired
detective for whom Deuce was an informant between 1970 and 1977.

How this plan was was accomplished will be described, as the
forner detective, wearing a wire, knocked on Deuce's door and met
hin for the first tine since the mid-70s.

Among the reams of new information that came out of those
talks, the 1997 investigators learned why Deuce's original
statenent about the murdered kids was suppressed in 71---and by
whom. Por example, one of those involved in the 1971 cover-up
was a police officer who in 1978 would marry one of the Sam
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cult's leading femalemembers!
It has also now been determined which of Deuce's pimp allies

were providing kids to the cult at Untermyer in the pre-Son of
Sam years.
Westchester orphanages in the early 70s, and detectives had
suspected the other involved pimp of additional child murders as
far back as 72.

One of those twO pimps actually worked at a few

To top it off, David Berkowitz has also identified, by name
and photo, both of these pims---who were still associating with
the cult đuring the later Son of Sam years.

This chapter will alsa cntain the compelling scene from
December, 1996 in which the retired NYPD detective, who lives in
the midwest, returned to Unterayer Park for the first time since
1971---where he pointed out to police and the author the very
location he'd been told to investigate by Deuce 25 long years
before---the site at which Deuce had then stated kids were being
killed by cult members.

It turned out to be the same spot BerkOwitz spoke of and
which John Carr had also sketched on a map for Brother John Paul
in the sumner of 72.

In addition, this chapter will contain more significant
evidence---evidence which was uncovered in December 1996 by

another retired detective. This former detective visited yet
another early 70s informant and was given the same information:
that kids had been killed at Untermyer in the late 60s and early
70s----kids who had been obtained from "guardian homes."

This informant also named one of the same two pimps whom
Berkowitz identified in 1996 as still being associated with the
Sam cult and Process during the later Son of Sam era.
said this person was actually in his Yonkers apartment in 1977.

Berkowitz

Also included in these chapters will be new developments in
the investigation of the Karen Wahlstrom (teacher) murder that
occurred in Van Cortlandt Park in 65, as that case, too, moves
toward a possible solution, despite the fact that so many years
have passed.

In brief, in what could only be terned a fateful
coincidence, the author met a relative of Wahlstrom 's at a dinner
party in December, 1996. That relative said: "All we knew was
that she was supposedly seeing some guy who woul dn't make a
cOmnitnent, and that's why she killed herself. "

That seeming "tidbit" of infornation was actually a major
It confirmed earlier information aboutWahlstrombreakthrough.

possibly having an affair with a former student---and also
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explained, finally, just why Wahlstrom wasmet by cult members in
a room at the Van Cortlandt motel on the night of her death
instead of at an entrance to Van Cortlandt park itself. In
short: the evidence now strongly suggests that she'd obtained the
room with her "boyfriend" ---- and that "boyfriend" was himself a
menber of the cult and was also involved in the set-up.

There have been nany, many other significant details that
have emerged fron the 1996 official investigation---an
investigation that is continuing in a highly active mode in 1997.
At this point in time, it. is not. possible to list those newly
uncovered facts in this out}ine because of very current and
serious security consideratons.

However, as the book itself is written, all those details
will be incorporated. Suf fice it to say that the reader will be
taken along on interviews with various suspects and informants,
and will go behind the scenes as the author and a team of
detectives gather the final evidence as they move to bring this
horrendous long-standing matter into a courtroom.

It is inportant to note that since the official
investigation is ongoing there will be a substantial amount of

new evidence that will be uncovered in the coming months. That
"prediction" is accurate because the author knows what work is
being accomplished, and he also knows where the investigation is
headed and what detectives are now certain they will establish in
the next few months. This new evidence will be incorporated into
the manuscript as it becomes available.

It is worth noting here that the Nobel-winning doctor, who
interacted with the cult in the 70s and was arrested for child
molestation in 1996, is scheduled to go to trial on February 25,
1997.That case will receivewidespreadcoverage as it is--let
alone what wouldhappen if the doctor's ties to the Sam cult and
Process were revealed by the author.

There is, however, no doubt at this point in time that the
case has been solved---a case that, as this outline shows, goes
way beyond the Son of Sam shootings themselves.
that new evidence, which will be documented in the near future,
will add still nore shocking and conclusive details---details
which will only serve to buttress the overwhelming evidence that
is already in hand.

It is certain



CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

THE KILLERS

This chapter will close the book, and it will open by
fleshing out details of the 1996 wake that was detailed in
Chapter One---the wake of the leader of the Sam cult.
chapter will then will reveal the true names of some 75
individuals, including thisnow-deceasedleader.
contained in a signed and whes5ed statement---ā statement which
is as current as the day n t6 when it was signed.

The

Those names are

It is a statement tłhat t& Deen corroborated by the vast
amountsofevidenceard y the tatenentsof others---both non-involved witnesses andCONGHiatorg themselves--that will have
appeared previously in the ba0%.

The person who signed this statenent is David Berkowitz. He
has never before put his signature on a document such as this---
and,
now in the hands of authorities, it has officially become
evidence and is part of the official , legal case file.

to state it mildly, it is anexplosivedocument.As it is

These 75 individuals all played roles, in one form or
another, in either the Son of Sam case, in the Sam cult's "social
environnent," or they were members of The Process' who were
involved in the Son of Sam murders.

The Son of Sam shooters will be named, along with other
crine scene accomplices and the remaining members of The Twenty-
Two Disciples of Hell.
notrorious "planning meeting" will also be revealed---including
the identities of the culpable Processmembers and leaders in
attendance that night.

Thenames of all the attendees at that

Along with the names, a "biographyM and rap sheet data on
eachindividual will appear, and their specific tasks in theSam
case---and/or other cases, too---will be described.

CASE SOLVED.

Jood los
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